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Memorable moments
from Indiana’s 200th
birthday celebration

The bicentennial torch
passed through Upland
Wednesday afternoon
before continuing its journey
through all 92 counties in
Indiana to the state capitol,
where it is scheduled to
arrive on October 15.
Annabelle Blair
& Naomi Page

News Co-Editor & Photographer
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Passing through Upland: The torch is
carried by a nominated bearer and
will remain lit throughout its journey.
The Hoosiers chosen to carry the torch
through have demonstrated strong
community involvement and are an inspiration, said Lt. Governor Holcomb on
the City of Marion, Indiana website.

A review of Antigone Page 6

A match for the Union
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The bicentennial torch approaches with a police escort. “The unifying nature of the torch relay underscores the
achievement, influence and aspirations of Indiana and its people while symbolically passing the torch to future
generations of Hoosiers.” The City of Marion, Indiana website explains the history and thought behind the ceremony.

One matchmaker’s quest to help
out an old friend Page 7
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Trojans take
down Tigers

Tennis blows away Maple Leafs in
pair of doubleheaders Page 8
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“It’s a civic occasion.” Upland resident
Nancy Muenzer comments on why she
made her way downtown to support
the torch run in spite of the recent rain
and overcast sky. Her husband, Timothy Muenzer, agrees: “It’s our duty.”
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Local volunteers prepare sack lunches for elementary students. Students
were bused in from surrounding towns
to participate in the festivities.
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“It’s a combination of our little town and the great state of Indiana.” Chip Jagger, city council member and former Taylor dean of students, pauses with his
wife, Verna, inside the firehouse garage where the celebration is hosted. Amid
the loud and bustling crowd, he shares his thoughts about the celebration.
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Children from an Upland preschool
wave flags and prepare to sing “Happy
Birthday” as the torch carrier passes by.

“This is my first time going to Upland and
my first time being served lunch by firefighters.” Samara Villagomez shares a picnic
meal with her classmates from Eastbrook
North Elementary in Van Buren, Indiana.

echo@taylor.edu

Ponchos, piggy banks
and prospectives
Elementary students
visit campus to spur
college dreams
Katherine Yeager
News Co-Editor

From Tuesday to Thursday, campus
bustled with 930 visitors: 830 prospective students and 100 accompanying
parents and teachers.
Instead of the usual prospective
student blue folders, they left with
piggy banks and memories of their
first college visit. Donning ponchos
and enthusiasm despite the storms,
the visitors, kindergarten through
third graders from Blackford County schools, participated in a weeklong field trip, “Walk Into My Future,”
sponsored by the Promise Indiana initiative and the Taylor University education department.
Blackford County Superintendent
Scot Croner hopes that the week will
develop aspirations in students and
help them visualize themselves differently as they begin to develop future
dreams for post-secondary education.
“It’s all about kids winning,” Croner
said. “We’re all in it together. We’re
very grateful, and we’re going to do
anything to get them there.”
The students are from two
schools: 400 from Southside and 120
from Montpelier.
Nineteen Indiana counties,

according to Croner, currently institute the “Walk Into My Future” initiative, challenging students and their
families to contribute an initial $25 to
a 529 Education Savings Plan, which
is then matched by the community
with another $25.
“It’s important to get kids thinking
early on about the possibility of saving now, to open their horizons and
opportunities now when they are impressionable,” professor of education
Alexis Armstrong said.
According to Armstrong, students
are given piggy banks to “feed,” encouraging children and their families
to begin saving for a future college
education. This goal originated from
Promise Indiana, an initiative driven
by a passion to provide the resources,
community and “champions” to help
children pursue their callings. Armstrong defined champions as those
who are considered influential figures in a child’s life.
During their time at Taylor, children were given sticky notes and
asked to name their “champions” and
stick the notes to a large purple paper,
covering the wall outside one of the
offices in the education department.
Some champions included: “mom,”
“dad,” “teacher” and “family.”
According to the Blackford County Community Foundation, only one
in ten Blackford County adults holds
a college degree. As a result, according to the Foundation, some cannot
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Blackford County students are excited to high-five the Taylor Trojan mascot.

achieve certain career qualifications,
and the cycle of poverty persists, with
more high school students eligible for
free or reduced lunches than 90 percent of other Indiana counties.
“It was exciting to hear little children say, ‘I will be back, I am going
to Taylor University,’” professor of
education Cynthia Tyner said. “Our
hope is that they will at least consider college or furthering their education after high school graduation. If
we influence a child or two each day
to dream of going on to college, the
number one goal of this event will
be accomplished.”
Tyner, along with professor of education Ben Hotmire and education department faculty, staff and
students, worked with Blackford
County schools to coordinate the
event, which is celebrating its second anniversary.
Students and faculty members
helped organize crafts, story time,
Zumba, messages from the dean and

provost and campus tours for the energetic visitors.
Junior elementary education major Cameron Eckmann worked for the
first time at the event by giving campus tours to a group of second graders. Eckmann enjoyed sharing in the
kids’ first college experience.
“They had no idea that college students actually live on campus, and
they freaked out a little bit when I told
them that at the DC, they can eat all
the food they want,” Eckmann said.
The experience, according to Eckmann, helped him apply teaching
skills outside of the classroom in a
field trip setting. He enjoyed building excitement in children regarding different courses of study as he
showed them different buildings
around campus.
According to Hotmire, several of
the young visitors’ favorite activities
included spending time with the Taylor Trojan mascot and accompanying
Ponchos continues on page 2
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“When there was an option for (students) not to

have to spend more money, I wanted to give them
that option.”
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Taylor’s servant-leader
mission expands to
downtown Chicago
Peyton Smith
Staff Writer

Twelve undergraduate students,
two co-directors and one Graduate
Assistant (GA) spent last weekend in
Boystown, Chicago, carrying Taylor’s
message of servant leadership from
the classroom to the streets.
The ministry trip was sponsored by
Global Outreach (GO), a cabinet under Taylor World Outreach (TWO), in
partnership with Emmaus, an outreach ministry headquartered in Chicago. Juniors Hannah Williams and
Maddie White co-directed the Emmaus trip with the help of GA Lauren
Carter. According to Williams, this is
not the university’s first experience at
an Emmaus Immersion Night.
According to Emmaus’ website, their mission is “to provide
Christ-centered support to men
seeking to escape survival prostitution and embrace a life of health
and wholeness.” Taylor students participated in fulfilling this mission
through Emmaus’ unique servant
leadership opportunity, Immersion
Night.
Last Friday night, Taylor students
arrived in two packed buses at the
Emmaus offices. There the group
learned about the work Emmaus does
and the culture of downtown Chicago.
After two and a half hours of discussion, Taylor students split into groups
and hit the streets of Boystown. They
spent three hours evangelizing, asking questions, listening and learning.
Boystown is a neighborhood within Chicago that is home to a visible
and active LGBT community. Evangelizing in this neighborhood led to the
topic of the relationship between the
Church and the LGBT community for
several students.
One of the themes Taylor emphasizes within small groups and chapel, “a community centered around
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Junior Maddie White, co-director
of the Emmaus trip: “I assumed
I understood the needs of the
community . . . but if I am not
taking the time to observe what
is taking place around me, do I
really know the community at
all? I have been challenged by
this. I want to take more time to
observe, more time to listen.”

Though perspectives varied from
person to person, Carter described
her experience as a sneak peak into
different walks of life. She found that
people were eager to have simple conversations and approached her before she even reached out to them.
“It’s not every Friday night that Taylor students sit on a ledge at 1 a.m. on
a street filled with bars,” Carter said.
“Not every night are we open to having conversations with strangers.”
According to Carter, students
were reminded that everyone has
a story. She believes an open ear to
those stories can go much further
than judgment.
Love for one’s neighbors is often
hindered by false preconceptions,
White and Williams said in an email
encouraging students to sign up

for the trip: “For many of us in the
Church, day-to-day life does not offer
meaningful contact with those who
are dealing with homelessness, addictions, homosexuality or poverty.”
According to Emmaus’ website, a
fundamental part of the Immersion
program is walking with men on the
street as Jesus walked with his disciples on the road to the city of Emmaus. The Taylor group listened to
heartbreaking stories, shared the
word and built relationships. The
Emmaus motto reads, “Walking the
road . . . Awakening hope . . . Welcoming men to the table.” Within a single
weekend, Taylor students had this opportunity in a context outside their
comfort zones.
echo@taylor.edu

switched to a version called TurningPoint Cloud. The Cloud program requires all users to have an account,
providing access to TurningPoint
through any computing device—
including mobile phones, laptops
and tablets.
In previous years, professors utilized physical clickers, often purchased from the library or bookstore,
to answer quizzes or surveys in their
classes. While the concept remains
the same, the expansion of technology means physical clickers are no

longer required to engage with the
Cloud program. The decision to use
physical clickers versus the digital app
is entirely up to the professor.
There are a few main differences
between TurningPoint clickers and
the app: clickers have number pads,
which only allow for multiple choice
answers, while ResponseWare has the
features of a phone app, allowing students to enter their answers in a variety of forms. Clickers cost around $28
on top of the newly required licensing
fee, which is $20–$30, depending on
the license year-length.
Active TurningPoint users this year
include 749 students and 20 professors using either physical clickers
or the app and one system administrator, Tim Ziegler. While some professors have been quick to adapt to
the changes, others remain hesitant.
Ziegler, Taylor’s academic tech analyst, estimates that the number of professors allowing or using only the app
in their classrooms is slightly less than
those only allowing physical clickers.
Liz Hasenmyer, assistant professor
of biology, requires students to use
physical clickers. Her decision is partially based on studies she’s read that
show students focus better with fewer
distractions and focused note-taking.
She sees these concepts as a part of
her role in fostering an environment
in which students can learn efficiently.
However, Hasenmyer recognizes
technology’s ever-growing extension
into traditional classroom settings:
“The longer I teach, the more I think

it’s just not my job to police (students).” Hasenmyer may re-evaluate
her policy of only using physical clickers after this semester and permit students to use the app.
Joseph Pak, professor of biblical
studies, uses TurningPoint to take attendance, give quizzes and conduct
surveys. In this way, technology is an
integral part of his teaching methods.
Pak opted to allow students to buy the
app and access TurningPoint through
their iPads, iPods and smartphones.
While he acknowledged that this decision may encourage student disengagement from course material, Pak
stated the economic affordability for
students is worth the risk.
“When there was an option for
(students) not to have to spend more
money, I wanted to give them that option,” Pak said. “I guess I have to try
harder to encourage them to engage
in class and not get sidetracked by using their smartphones.”
Both Hasenmyer and Pak have experienced more difficulty with the
TurningPoint Cloud registration
process than in previous years using
physical clickers. Four weeks into the
school year, both professors said a significant number of students in their
classes regularly experience problems
with their TurningPoint devices or haven’t registered their devices online.
Hasenmyer recently got a Mac,
prompting compatibility issues
among Microsoft, Powerpoint and
TurningPoint software. The process
has been frustrating, but TurningPoint

Cloud now runs smoothly on Windows, according to Ziegler. His team
spent a few long nights on the phone
with software companies before Welcome Weekend, ensuring the new installation cooperated with Taylor’s
version of Blackboard.
Hasenmyer and her co-professor
Jan Reber, professor of biology, utilize
the clickers much more heavily than
most professors at Taylor, Ziegler said.
According to Hasenmyer, her students
are given in-class assessments during
lectures to gauge their understanding
of course material. If less than 80 percent of the class indicates they understand the material, Hasenmyer will
review the material before continuing with the day’s lesson.
As someone who aims to stay on
top of technology trends, Ziegler is
excited to see TurningPoint engage
students more. He hopes Taylor will
become more open to interactive
technology, as it continues to advance. Smart, non-traditional classrooms that encourage a variety of
teaching methods is one example
of this.
Ziegler said he respects professors
who don’t want to use the phone
app in their classes because he understands they need to maintain a
teaching style that works for their
respective disciplines. However, he
hopes more professors will adopt app
usage in the future to help keep student expenses down and better utilize the tool.
echo@taylor.edu

initiative, the university embraced
the opportunity.
Wabash County schools first instituted the program in Indiana to
encourage students to develop 529
Education Savings plans as early elementary students. Last year, according to Hotmire, the goal for Jay
County was to have 70 percent of visiting students sign up for the plan; 78
percent signed up.
Hotmire and White require their junior elementary education students
to participate in the event during

their 8 a.m. and 9 a.m. education
classes as well as during the 11 o’clock
hour. Tyner has her sophomore elementary education majors help on
Tuesday and Thursday.
Hotmire received positive feedback
from both the Jay County superintendent and assistant superintendent last
year. They were appreciative of the university’s hospitality, time spent with students and overall event organization.
Hotmire appreciated seeing his students interact with children, giving
him another point of contact to view

students teaching in action.
“It was awesome to see the initiative of students,” Hotmire said. “I
didn’t have to twist many arms. They
showed a lot of professionalism.”
Hotmire recalls seeing junior Lauren Baird showing the heliostat in Euler to a group of students who were
captivated by her enthusiasm.
He also appreciated seeing a
non-education student play with a
few children in between classes when
the group congregated outdoors. He
encourages other students to also

engage with visiting children.
On Monday, 330 kindergarten students from Jay County schools will
visit after the weather last Monday
postponed their original plans, including 11 special needs students.
The special needs students will be
paired with 10 special education majors for personalized visits. All students are encouraged to engage with
all visitors as they soak in the possibilities of their futures in education
and beyond.
echo@taylor.edu

However, conversations lead to a
change of heart. “It’s so fascinating
and beautiful what God can accomplish in you when you’re insanely
uncomfortable and feel incredibly
awkward,” Bell said. “He uses the ‘sinful’ and ‘unholy’ lifestyles of others to
teach you about the sinful and unholy thoughts and feelings of your heart
towards them.”
The next morning, after a rough
night of little sleep on concrete floors,
the group had a time of worship, reflection and service at the Monarch,

Photograph by Hannah Bolds

News Co-Editor

As of this year, Taylor’s in-class technology includes the possibility of using digital devices in conjunction
with the new Turning Technologies
ResponseWare App.
The change occurred when TurningPoint stopped supporting the
version Taylor had been using and

Ponchos continued from
page 1
pig mascot (representing their new
piggy banks and 529 Plan knowledge).
Students also latched onto storytime
with professor of education Quinn
White. Students yelled on cue and
laughed as White used special voices for each character.
Last year, the first year of the
program, students from Jay County schools visited campus. After
Jay County Superintendent Jeremy
Gulley approached Taylor with the

Photograph provided by Hannah Williams

Taylor students, after a long night, continue to volunteer at an Emmaus-partnered organization, the Monarch.

a local thrift shop. The Monarch partners with Emmaus, providing jobs
for the men in an Emmaus program.
Even though the group’s day ended
around 3 p.m. Saturday, most agreed
their work was not done. Their eyes
were opened to a new perspective.
These encounters are set up by
Emmaus with the hope of bringing
about compassion through understanding. That is exactly what the
Emmaus Immersion Night did for
Bell. “I saw, heard and inhaled things
that were shockingly sad, but at the
same time, for one of the first times
in my life, I didn’t have a single judgmental thought,” Bell said. “All I had
for all the people I saw was love: an
understanding of their humanity and
of their brokenness . . . they were no
different than me.”

Students’ interactions with the TurningPoint app can
support education or lead to misusing technology.

Annabelle Blair

FRIDAY

the table,” came up in discussion at
the Emmaus debriefing. Freshman
Erica Bell recalled a heartbreaking
testimony:
“One guy in particular, on the night
of, literally, his very first family dinner,
sat on the edge of the couch in (the)
Emmaus lobby, clutching the arm of
the sofa, terrified.” Bell said. “When
asked what was wrong, he simply replied, ‘I’ve never done this before. I’ve
never had a family style dinner before
. . . I don’t know what to do or how it
works. I’ve seen it on TV, but I’ve never been a part of one before.’”
The group then split into pairs and
found places to sit along bars and local restaurants to have conversations
with strangers. Meeting the men on
their territory in the middle of the
night was genuinely scary for some
students. According to Bell, her fear of
harm, discomfort, unfamiliarity and
the unknown almost kept her from
participating in the experience.

The turning point

How technology shapes
Taylor classrooms
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“I thought Avery was a tool because he
was attractive and quiet in class, which
to me, meant he was stuck-up,”
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Family food
Son takes over father’s
catering company
Megan Herrema
Staff Writer

The love of cooking might be hereditary. Over 35 years ago, Larry Couch
founded Peace & Plenty Catering.
Now his son, Josh Couch, is taking
over as Larry plans for retirement.
On your webpage, it says you bought
the Peace & Plenty restaurant after
high school and ran it until 1999. What
made you change to catering instead of
just a restaurant?
Larry: Our winters were so terrible
that I had to find something to help
the restaurant make it through. So I
started catering . . . and that’s where
it took off. So in 1979 I started catering
and it grew so big, in 1999 I split—sold
the restaurant and moved to Jonesboro to just strictly cater. This store
has been open since 1999.
Did you always want to join the family business? When did you start getting involved?
Josh: When I was real, real young

I would ride to work with Dad to the
restaurants. I was washing dishes until I got big enough start working the
fryers, and then I cooked chicken in
the fryers. Then I went to Indiana
University and thought business was
going to be my calling, but I always
had the food business in the back of
my mind, and when the opportunity
came for me to come back to work, I
ended up doing it.
What values or traditions has your
father started at Peace & Plenty that
you want to continue?
Josh: Dad’s always insisted on quality and our (staff ) really being respectful on the job. That’s one of our
biggest compliments: how well-prepared our staff is and how much they
help. Anything that’s got to be done,
our staff is right on top of it. So he’s
really helped me learn how to keep
that going.
Why do you enjoy the catering business?
Larry: Food is so rewarding. I kind of
went to . . . training with a chef and I just
had so much fun. I wrote down everything that he could possibly tell me so
I could study it. I took all of his menus

and wrote them down, and I’d get excited at night by just going over (them)
and I couldn’t wait to try it on my own.
I remember trying to make Hollandaise sauce. Hollandaise sauce is a sauce
you have to make fresh every time you
make it, and there’s a real trick to it because you use eggs, and if the egg gets
one second overdone then the whole
sauce is thrown away. It’s so neat to be
able to do that; it makes you feel good
inside.The catering business is rewarding for me. When I do a good job and
the people at the job say “Oh, your staff
was nice” or “The food was excellent,”
that really makes me feel good. That’s
a reward that’s better than a tip or anything as far as I’m concerned.
Do you have any advice for students
who are still figuring out their careers
and what they might want to do after college?
Larry: They really have to want to
do a certain job. In my case, I’ve always been food-oriented. I really always wanted to be my own boss, so
I worked hard for that goal. I think
people ought to look, and really if it’s
something they like—and I’m not saying that the first thing they come to is
what they’re going to like—but when
they find it, they should push for it,
because there are no bounds for what
you want to do in life.
echo@taylor.edu

Features Editor

First impressions aren’t always accurate; in fact, senior Kate Boxell
( formerly Meadors) had a less than

favorable impression of her now-husband, senior Avery Boxell.
“I thought Avery was a tool because
he was attractive and quiet in class,
which to me, meant he was stuck-up,”
Kate said, laughing.
The couple first met officially in Ireland, over 3,000 miles away from campus while on their freshman honors
J-term trip to Ireland. They didn’t talk

much at first, but both felt a spark of
interest in the other.
After coming back from the trip, Avery asked Kate on a pick-a-date and
eventually started dating. The pick-adate involved watching “The Lego Movie” and eating at Steak n’ Shake.
“A classic guy PA planned (the) picka-date,” Kate said. “(But) what was
awesome was that Avery’s roommate

Photograph by Hannah Bolds

Kate and Avery Boxwell met on a trip to Ireland during their freshman year.

Libby and Nathan
tackle senior year as
husband and wife
Brianna Kudisch
Features Editor

Marriage is a big next step in anyone’s
life, but for seniors Libby ( formerly
Hansen) and Nathan Edwards it was
the perfect next step: they’ve known
each other since middle school.
After meeting 10 years ago, dating
for almost three years and being engaged for five months, the Edwards
were anything but strangers when
they got married this past December.
Scheduling the wedding during
Christmas break, just three days after
finals, required proactive planning.
Fortunately, that was something the
couples’ moms were skilled in, since
all of Libby’s siblings have already had
their own weddings.
Switching from single life in the
dorms to married life in an apartment was a big adjustment for both
Libby and Nathan. After nine months
of marriage, they saw both the benefits and challenges of the change.
“(People say) marriage is hard . . . it’s
not easy, but it’s a lot to figure out—
more than just living with another
person,” Libby explained. “You focus

on that one friendship—going from a
wing of 20 girls to one guy.”
From living even more intentionally
than the usual Taylor standards to exchanging close friendships with wingmates for closeness with your spouse,
Libby and Nathan’s adjustments to
married life are clearly evident.
Taking care of certain responsibilities, such as paying bills and cooking
dinner, was one adaption the couple made. They used J-term as a time
of transition, forgoing a meal plan
to tackle the concept of cooking for
themselves.
Day-to-day life for the couple is
hectic: In addition to their busy class
schedules, Nathan is on the Taylor
golf team, which takes up as much
time as school, according to the
senior.
Despite the chaotic days, the couple ends each night with prayer, reflecting on what God is teaching
them, while also talking about their
days before bed.
Centering their marriage on Christ
is different from maintaining their
personal relationships with God;
growing together requires more vulnerability, but they both agree it’s
worth it.
Nathan’s grandparents, especially
his “Mamaw”, provide an example of

marriage both Nathan and Libby both
strive to live up to. Nathan mentioned
Mamaw’s devotion to the Lord and
her intentionality with her relationship to God.
“(My grandparents have) had hard
times, but have been able to overcome them by keeping God in the
center of it,” Nathan said. “(Mamaw)
lives and breathes (her relationship

FRIDAY
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Josh and Larry Couch give new meaning to “family business.”

Senior spouses
Kate and Avery Boxell
find wedded bliss
prior to graduation
Brianna Kudisch
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and best friend, (senior) Dietrich Swinney, had asked my best friend, (senior)
Krissy White, on the same pick-a-date,
not even knowing that we were best
friends!”
They dated for almost two years and
were engaged for “nine long months,”
according to Avery, until their wedding
on June 18, this past summer.
Jumping into married life as college
seniors presented both rewards and
challenges for the couple. Both Kate
and Avery agreed the stability and
deepening friendship of marriage were
significant benefits.
“You’re always coming home to
a consistent situation and person,”
Kate said. “(And) you’ll always start
and end the day with your best friend,”
Avery added.
Living in an apartment attached to
Kate’s family’s home in Upland, the Boxells mentioned that although they may
miss out on spontaneous wing events
or group activities, the adventures they
share as a couple more than make up for
it.
Despite the advantages, being married
as students presents several challenges.
To minimize conflict, the couple emphasized the importance of extending grace
and love to the other person and maintaining an intentional lifestyle through
communication and planning.
“(You have to realize the) routines

you have need to be more malleable
or moldable in order to live well with
someone else and not just assume your
way is always the best way,” Kate said.
“You think about the other person
a lot more,” Avery explained. “You’ve
grown up for 21 years not doing that .
. . (Marriage) makes you be a lot more
thoughtful. It’s clear when you’re not being thoughtful.”
Marriage can also bring out a person’s more fun and less well-known
side, like Avery’s “super goofy side no
one knows about,” according to Kate,
and the fact that he likes to eat peanut
butter at 9:30 at night.
On the other hand, Kate uses an expressive voice—similar to different
characters—much more frequently
than Avery would’ve imagined.
“I’ve probably laughed more in the
time we’ve been married than I have in
the same amount of time otherwise,”
Avery said. “After being married for
three months, it’s already hard to picture not being married.”
Keeping God at the center of their
marriage is a constant theme; Kate expressed the importance of accountability, first to the Lord, which then
transfers into her shared life with Avery, loving him well.
Avery noted it’s helpful to remember
marriage is a covenant, disclosing that
that mindset prompts him to act differently— to act more selflessly.
“It’s always a good reminder that
our marriage is a display of the gospel.
Our hope is (that) the way we love one
another in our marriage will be very
counter-cultural,” Kate said.
echo@taylor.edu

with Christ).”
Despite these challenges, the couple has appreciated the chance to
learn more about each other. Nathan’s observed Libby’s caring nature,
while Libby has enjoyed seeing Nathan’s goofy side along with his steadfast support and good listening skills.
“(Libby) talks to (our) puppy, and
her voice goes five octaves higher,”

Nathan said with a smile.
Looking back on their decision to
get married halfway through junior
year, Nathan and Libby don’t regret
their choice. They took the chance and
went for it, allowing them to see how
God created opportunities for them.
“God opened the doors for us,” Nathan said. “It’s cool how he does it.”
echo@taylor.edu

Libby and Nathan Edwards love golf and each other.
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Four freshmen take on Taylathon together.

From Freshmen to

Olympians
Freshmen take on
Taylathon training
Natalia Valentine
Contributor

With two weeks to prepare for the
Facebook: Watch freshmen take on
seasoned riders at Taylathon Saturday
Twitter: Freshmen vs. upperclassmen,
who will be victorious this year?
Instagram: Will getting up before the
sun pay off Saturday afternoon?

With two weeks to prepare for the
2016 Olympic-themed Taylathon,
which is a bike relay race, the
freshmen men’s and women’s teams
hopped out of bed for their 5:30 a.m.
practices, strapped on their helmets
and put their feet to the pedals to
train for the annual bike race on
Oct. 1. While none of the freshmen
knew what to expect, warnings from
upperclassmen painted a bit of a
daunting picture of the well-loved
Taylor bike tradition. Most freshmen
are fine waiting on the sideline and

cheering on their classmates instead
of taking part in the race.
“I’d rather not walk around campus
with a boot or crutches,” freshman
Taylor Miller said. Many students
share her fear—and with good reason.
For six men and women, however,
joining Taylathon was a quirky and
rewarding way to get involved.
The freshmen team captain, Jessica
Dundas, joined because she loves to
bike. Dundas said, “It’s been a fun way
to get involved, even with the early
times.”

Fall

fashion

Photograph by Hannah Bolds

Riding quickly into the weekend, four women prepare for Taylathon tomorrow.

Because practicing while students
are trying to get to class would be an
injury liability, men’s and women’s
teams trade off 5:30 a.m. and 6:30
a.m. practice times. Sometimes they
fall back asleep after practice, but
Dundas said that it’s nice to have extra
time in the mornings before classes
start. Although sleep deprivation has
been a reality the past couple weeks,
being a part of the Taylathon team is
a bonding experience they’ll never
forget. Men’s team member Weston
Poling believes it’s worth it if only for
the free shirt and the chance to meet
new people.
Contestants focus their practices
on perfecting transitions, a special
Taylathon rule requiring bikers to
switch riders without their bodies
touching the ground when riding
through transition zones. The process
begins with one rider sitting on the
bike, putting her hands out and

thrusting the bike out to the next
person. Mastering these transitions
is the hardest part, but the freshmen
feel they’re slowly learning and hope
to be ready by tomorrow. Tia Etter,
senior women’s captain, taught the
freshmen women how to complete a
successful transition.
“It’s hard to explain, but you
eventually get it,” Dundas said. “It’s
more of a mental block of ‘I don’t want
to do this’ than ‘I can’t do this.’”
As far as expectations for the
women’s team, Dundas said, “I kind of
expect it will be rough.” Despite their
nerves, the freshmen are ready to do
their best and see what this Taylor
cycling tradition is all about. As crazy
and daunting as it may sound now,
the finish line is drawing closer. Who
knows, this year could be an upset
waiting to happen.
echo@taylor.edu

Next week, Life and Times will not have #TaylorU’s
Top Tweets or Echograms. Do not fret! We will
instead be featuring our 2016 Fall Fashion
Spread. Six of our peers will be sporting
their favorite autumn looks. If you liked the
Spring Fashion Spread, you will love what
this season has to offer. Check back to
see the best trends. Find the perfect
outfit for your next fall pick-a-date.
You will fall in love with these looks!

spread

Graphic Illustrated by Jeanine Aupperle

“A crime repeated is still a crime, and a
tragedy is still a tragedy.”
Numb
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A high schooler
came to visit and...
Life & TImes Co-Editor

Last week, around 60 high school
students came into our dorm rooms,
classes and lives for 24 hours. Taylor students had the job of showing
them how wonderful this university
is. But this can be difficult at a small
school in a cornfield.
Sophomore Mitchell Herrington
came on several visits to Taylor before making his decision to attend.
“I wish that (my host) actually spent
more time with me on my visit,” Herrington said.
Not only is it difficult to find
things to do on a small campus like
this one, but schedules do not stop
and plans can’t be ignored just because high school students visit.
This is made worse because students don’t stay through more flexible Friday nights. Since these visits
happen from Thursday nights to
Friday afternoons, it is difficult to
study for Friday tests or write endof-the-week papers that you put off
too long with a 16-year-old staring
at you from across your room. Here
are a few ideas to make yourself and
your student a little more comfortable on their visit.
v
◉ Do your homework before they
get here. You know they’re coming — you signed up for this.
◉ Show them things they don’t
get to see on the tours. Show
them where you go when you
want to be alone, show them
your favorite study room and
tell them about that one time

◉

◉

◉

◉

So, make your student feel at home
in this foreign place for 24 hours.
Show them how you live and why
you chose, above all other options,
to live in Upland, at Taylor, for four
or more years.
echo@taylor.edu

Being part of a wing or a floor
is a community, and staying there
for 24 hours can be intimidating.
But show them that four years of
experience could change their
lives forever.
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Numb
Racial tension and how to
combat the numbness
Student Body Vice President

@hayleymarie_king “We feel
so official with out name tags
#tayloru #thirdfloorbabes”

“@mads__Upland or else. #gotayloru”

Last week, a man died in the streets.
I read about it while surfing the internet. It happened to catch my attention between watching YouTube
videos and studying for class. I ignored it. Not because I didn’t think
it was atrocious or that I didn’t care
about the death of a man I didn’t
know, it just didn’t shock me. It wasn’t
new. I had heard about these shootings before, so why read about something I’d seen and heard about dozens
of times?
We cannot afford to be numb to
these events because the victims’
families don’t have the luxury of hiding
behind a screen of anonymity. Their
family member was still murdered,
and their hearts will be forever raw
from the pain their untimely deaths
caused. A crime repeated is still a
crime, and a tragedy is still a tragedy.
Each new affected family feels it
just as much as the one before. Just
because the problem of violence and
injustice is left unchecked, doesn’t
mean there isn’t a problem.

The bi-weekly bachelor and bachelorette
“I will bake you a
pie while reciting
84 digits of pi
and looking like a
cutie pie.”
-Kara Kinnius

“If I had to choose,
I’d choose the
Old Testament.”
-Ben Thayer

Photograph provided by Friend of Ben Thayer
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This is the first in a weekly column written by members of the Taylor Student Organization.

Adam Wright

Visiting Taylor for the first, second
or even third time can be intimidating. It can be awkward for everyone,
but it is even more uncomfortable
when the visitor feels their host
doesn’t want them there. So, get to
know them, because they want to
know you and this university. That
is why they are visiting: they want to
see why we love this place so much.
When Admissions is organized, the
process of hosting and entertaining a

EN

D

student is smoother, making everyone’s lives easier. Admissions CREW
member Bryce Peters said, “I think,
as opposed to last year, (this year)
was a lot more organized. Things
moved more naturally.”

D

Gabby Carlson

your laundry got locked in the
washer for a week only to be retrieved an hour before wing retreat. But it all worked out.
Take them to Chick-fil-A (and
pay for their meal)! This is the
reason we got it in the first
place: to show it off to prospectives. Buy them a drink at the
Jumping Bean, since you can’t
go off-campus to Starbucks,
and tell them about all the best
drink specials.
Introduce them to your friends.
Having more people around
also takes the pressure off
you to keep your prospective entertained.
Take them to the KSAC and play
basketball or kick around a soccer ball. Show them what you
do on rainy days.
Ask them about their lives and
see what you have in common.
Getting to know them will show
that Taylor students care about
new students.

O
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What to do when your’e
hosting a Taylor prospective
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Echograms #TaylorU

The more numb we become to the
tragedies that are happening in this
country, the less equipped we will
be to change them. Unconsciously,
we start to tell ourselves that if this
just keeps happening, what can
we do about it? Better to be numb.
Better to just accept that if we aren’t
affected, it isn’t worth our time. What
good is thinking about something
we have no power to change if it only
brings sadness?
This line of thought is one of the
most grievous lies that we can tell
ourselves. If we allow ourselves to
open our hearts to the pain of the
murders, discrimination and hate
crimes that are being committed in
our country every single day, we may
start to understand why there is so
much frustration and anger and why
it feels like no one is listening.
I don’t think there are very many
people, especially Christian men and
women, who don’t actually care about
these issues. But I do believe that too
many of us are letting our hearts be
numb to the pain, and that has the
same effect. If we intentionally pursue
the discomfort of being seated in
someone else’s pain, how can we not
listen and ask questions? Run from
a numb heart, pursue questions and
conversation and desire to transform
your understanding.

#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS
Hali Carner @HaliCarner1
What would my trek across
campus be without the smooth
jazz coming from wengatz to
accompany me #tayloru

Joy Steckenrider @
 joystecky
i ﬁnd it encouraging when people
clap for me in the DC. It’s like
“i know you’re struggling this
morning, but we’re here for you”
#tayloru
Olivia Miller @OliiviaaMillerr
Do the 3WW boys even go to
class this week? #tayloru
Peyton Nill @
 peytonnill
“Maybe one day I’ll stop eating
Nutella in bed,” I muse as I break
out the stain remover for the 5th
time this month #tayloru
Roscoe Rea @Roscoe_Rea
college: where Doctorateholding profs write reminders to
themselves on the back of their
hands #tayloru #thisisreallife
Jordan Hardesty @
 JordanH_101
When I use the Taylor Towel
to wipe people’s bike seats oﬀ
when it’s a rainy day! #tayloru
#servantleader
Brecken Mumford @
 breckydoo
When you walk through the library
with obnoxiously squeaky shoes
#deathglares #imsorry #tayloru
Anna Kate @
 laughingbanAnna
Here at #tayloru it’s either the ﬁery
heat of mid-July or the icy breeze
of January, there is no in-between

@smileykeesh
Ladies & gents, I give you Prince Naveen of
Maldonia & his princess, Tiana. #tayloru

@cristinaspear
Best use of the Taylor towel by far #4Bflood #tayloru

tracy manning @tracymanning46
dropped in on a little of Antigone
tech yesterday....looking good
#tutheatre. Excited to see it open
next weekend! #tayloru #antigone

A&E

The groups have the next 24 hours to find
a storyline, plan the game, compose music
and design art.
Creative coding

TheEchoNews.com
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Death, celebration, fear and love
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A&E Events

A review of “Antigone”
Katelyn Vogel
Contributor

“Antigone” has been categorized as a
Greek tragedy, and rightly so, but Sophocles’ complex account of mournful
events does more than make the audience cry. Thebes is a place of death,
celebration, fear and love, all unfolding before the altar of the gods. Taylor University’s theatre’s performance,
translated and directed by professor
of English Joseph Ricke, asks the audience to have courage and stare into
the ugly sides of humanity. But don’t
dismay too soon, because love, wisdom and holiness glint in the dark.
Creon, enlivened by senior Sean
Sele, claims the throne in Thebes and
immediately clenches on the power.
He struggles to listen to reason and
defies the gods. Polyneices, Antigone’s brother, died in battle, and Creon refuses to honor his death with a
burial. Throughout the show, his rage
builds as his reason weakens. He creates a tangible tension between love
of self and love of the gods. The consequences are tragic.
Sele has found it hard to step out
of character after performing, “(it’s
hard) because of the heavy weight he
carries, (too) heavy for any human
to carry.” Sele portrays this weight
through a remarkable range of emotional responses that will have viewers leaning forward in their chairs.
Senior Alexis Colón has transformed herself into Antigone. Her
character catalyzes events, as she is
determined to honor both the gods
and her brother through sprinkling
his body into the dust of the earth. It
is not just the bold words she speaks
that moves the audience to empathy
but her convictions to do what must
be done—the law is no limit to her.
Alexis said she was surprised at how
brave Antigone is. I was too.
In contrast, Antigone’s sister, Ismene, survives through fear. Freshman Evangeline Bouw makes a
stunning debut to Taylor’s theatre in

Photograph by Mindy Wildman

Antigone, portrayed by Alexis Colon, embodies fear as Creon, portrayed by Sean Sele, threatens her.

her portrayal of Ismene, beautifully
executing the character’s grief. Antigone pleads with her sister to commune in burying their brother, but
Ismene is burdened by the grip of the
law. The prophet Teiresias played by
sophomore Bradley Jensen, who only
fears the gods, counters this heaviness. The eerie clanking of charms
on his staff matches his potent protestations against Creon’s edict.
One of the most trying conflicts arises between father and son. Family dynamics become tense when Haimon,
Creon’s son, discovers Antigone is condemned to death. She is Haimon’s fiancée. Reason sharpens their dynamic
arguments, and family loyalty crumbles in the oversaturation of love and
hate. Freshman Brandt Mwaura compels Haimon forward into justified anger, rejecting his corded crown.
When considering his character,
Mwaura asked, “What are different
ways you can approach conflict?”
This is key to reading the methods
and angles Mwaura employs in Haimon while pleading with his father.
If you are concerned “Antigone”
will only deal with death, betrayal
and more death ( for those looking

forward to a ridiculous number of
deaths, never fear), junior Grace Foltz
provides comic relief as the blubbering sentry. The sentry embodies the
tension between the law and his conscience, contrasting Creon and Antigone’s resolute views. Although
Foltz infuses a lighter note to Shakespearean tragedy, her character is
no less complex. Watching her reason through her choices externally is
both entertaining and enlightening.
The most haunting aspect of this
performance is spotlighted through
the Elders. Senior Rachel Erskine, juniors Ty Kinter and Tamara Peachy,
and freshmen Darah Shepherd
and Steven Mantel portray the fear
through their movements and Gregorian-like chants. Their holy devotion to the gods, however, is undercut
by pleasing Creon. With masked faces, they hide behind their actions by
appeasing whoever holds the most
power. The altar of the gods is ever-present on set and serves as the
epicenter of all activity. Although
splattered in blood, the altar becomes
a place of celebration, dance and
beauty when Eurydice (sophomore
Hope Bolinger) and her attendants

The groups have the next 24 hours
to find a storyline, plan the game,
compose music and design art. However, they may not start coding until
6 p.m. on Friday. This is when GameJam officially begins.
A&E Editor
The teams will code and create for
With the help of excessive amounts of the next two days—at least while Eulcaffeine, pizza, soda and snacks, Tay- er is open. At midnight on Saturday, the
lor students will create video games coding phase will cease, leaving the rest
from scratch during the computer of the competition up to the judges. The
science department’s annual Game- judges, game-lovers from outside of TayJam on Oct. 6–8.
lor, will review and play the video games
GameJam will start on Thursday, and pick first, second and third place.
Participants are not required to be a
Oct. 6 at 6 p.m. in Euler. The event
will begin with each team submitting part of the Computer Science departtheme ideas and then voting for their ment in order to join GameJam. Both
favorite. Each game must be based on majors and non-majors alike are doing
the selected theme. Last GameJam’s more than winning a title. They will
theme was “afterlife.”
learn and grow in those three days.

“It really is a great time for aspiring
(video game) developers to try new
ideas in a light environment without having to worry about failing
or passing a grade or being successful in the market,” sophomore Tom
Metzger said. “Plus it eliminates the
‘I’d try, but just can’t find enough time’
excuse that we all use when talking
about things we want to do.”
Students are not the only people
experimenting with new ideas at the
competition. Assistant professor of computer science and engineering Jon Denning has been able to create his own new
game while answering questions from
students and facilitating event details.
Denning also enjoys getting to know the
students, especially the freshmen, and
seeing their final products.

Creative coding

Taylor students create
video games over
GameJam weekend
Laura Koenig

(junior Hillary Foreman and senior
Abby Palmisano) glide across the
stage. This paradox serves many
symbols as the show progresses, but
there is a stark contrast between veneration and dishonor.
Those familiar with Ricke’s work
won’t be surprised to see his admiration for Shakespearean theatre in
this production. There are no blackouts or interruptions in transitions
from scene to scene, which lends itself to fluidity throughout the show.
This also reflects the characters’ experiences in a realistic way, since they
don’t have the choice to cut the lights
to prepare for their next entrance.
In this adaptation of Antigone, every
character provides insights into the
human experience. Senior Andrew Davis, the Messenger, expresses, “You begin to see each play as an opportunity
to engage with a new author, a new
corner of culture.” Although Sophocles’
time may have different sights and
sounds, some themes are unavoidable and enduring, such as state versus the church, love versus hate, life
versus death, holiness versus defilement, loyalty versus betrayal.
Greek culture approaches these

motifs differently than we would
today, but by leaning in, audience
members will see that the characters’
responses, flaws and philosophies are
not far from their own. As Ricke said,
“This is Antigone. I don’t want anyone
to sit back, relax and enjoy the show.”
So be brave, engage and linger in the
questions presented by “Antigone.”
echo@taylor.edu

Photograph provided by Jon Denning

Students created video games during GameJam in Fall of 2015.
There are currently 37 students signed up for next weekend.

The games will range from 3D
first-person games, to platform games
like Super Mario World, to chooseyour-own-adventure games. Teams
and individuals can choose what they
want to create, as long as it is connected to the theme in some way.

“Everyone I’ve talked to has really
enjoyed the experience, even if it’s
brand new,” Denning said.
For more information about GameJam, visit their website at gamejam.
cse.taylor.edu.
echo@taylor.edu

Spotify: Football Favorites
See Taylor’s football
players’ pregame playlists
Laura Koenig
A&E Editor

From getting pumped up to trying to stay calm and focused,
each football player has a unique
playlist to prepare for games.
Taylor’s three football captains
and quarterback shared their
pre-game songs to get you ready
for the rest of the football season.
Check out the rest of their
playlists on Spotify at http://
spoti.fi/2dBhL55
echo@taylor.edu

Name: Hans Lundberg
Year: Senior
Position: Tight End
Number: 87
“Gotta Be Somebody” – Nickelback
“Handlebars” – Flobots
“Psycho” – Puddle of Mud

Name: Everett Pollard
Year: Sophomore
Position: Quarterback
Number: 15
“From Time” – Drake (radio edit)
“Keeping the Faith” – Billy Joel (Live
at Shea Stadium)
“Strawberry Bubblegum” – Justin
Timberlake

Name: Kyle Windebank
Year: Senior
Position: Wide Receiver
Number: 5
“Have you ever seen the rain?” – CCR
“Rocky Mountain High” – John
Denver
“Fire and Rain” – James Taylor

Name: Blake Wheeler
Year: Senior
Position: Linebacker
Number: 36
“Requiem (The Fifth)” – The
Trans-Siberian Orchestra
Photography by Faith Glock

OPINIONS

“The old Union felt like a much cozier building
in and of itself than the Campus Center does.”
Campus Center: improvement or not?
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A match for the Union

Photo by Elyse Horb

The campus UFO is looking for a new purpose.

What should happen
to the old Union?
Cassidy Grom
Co-Editor in Chief

Last month, I found dates for four of
my wing mates in under an hour. I
like to think that I am a pretty good
matchmaker. I decided, however, that
the true test of my abilities would be
finding a mate for our dear old Student Union. Taylor administration

hasn’t publicly announced a purpose
for the desolate dome, so I decided to
help them out.
Any good matchmaker knows that
the first step is assessing the situation,
so I paid a visit to the dome. I walked
up to the west door and yanked.
Locked. So were the next several
doors—obviously the Union was still
mourning its recent breakup. It didn’t
even want to see me, an old friend.
When I finally found an unlocked
door, I had to peek through the yellow

caution tape to get a look at my pal.
The floors were bare except for some
drywall dust and a door lying on its
side. I commend the Union on donating its old furniture; throwing out your
ex’s stuff shows a desire to move on.
As every lover knows, going back
to an old ex is never a healthy choice.
So it was out of the question for the
Union to become oddly shaped offices or a dining hall. I decided to pose
my questions about its future to the
people who know the Union best:

September 30, 2016

bookstore employees. They seemed
rather happy to see another human
walk in, and the manager, Stephen
Richardson, admitted that foot traffic
to the store has decreased since the
LaRita Boren Center opened. Richardson jokingly bantered with bookstore employee Rick Johnston about
turning the dome into an aquarium. They agreed importing Shamu
and hosting a “whale birthday party”
would be a good match for the Union.
Before they started selling Taylor
Aquarium shirts, I wanted to find a
few more potential matches for the
Union. I emailed the Mutual UFO
Network (MUFON) of Indiana to see
if they would be interested in hosting their annual meetings at the saucer-shaped dome. No reply. According
to UFOstalker.com, there have been
over 27 UFO sightings in Indiana since
June. This explained 1) Why the MUFON people didn’t reply—cough, abducted, cough—and 2) Why the
Union was on the verge of being designated a historical landmark. Obviously the aliens want to protect their
mothership from demolition.
In case aliens or MUFON members
are a bad fit, I asked the masses (i.e.
my close friends) what they think.
Junior Hannah Johnson suggested moving all the classrooms in remote Randall to the centrally located
Union. Several echo staff members
mentioned renovating it into a roller
rink. And echo Photography Editor

FRIDAY

Mindy Wildman (senior) just wants
more parking near the art building,
even if it means razing the Union
(which I have strong reason to believe
won’t happen).
I didn’t talk to the owners of Dollarsmart, but I would be thrilled if

I mean, who wouldn’t want
easy access to TV dinners
during J-term snowstorms?

they partnered with Taylor to create a chain retail outlet. I mean, who
wouldn’t want easy access to TV dinners during J-term snowstorms? The
Union also has great potential for an
indoor hammock park. Add a few
Rainforest Cafe-style trees and stick
some glow-in-the-dark stars on the
ceiling—and bam! You have a Taylor
couple’s paradise.
I was about to leave the seemingly
barren Union when my eyes caught
the glint of a shiny object—an oldschool Taylathon bike hanging from
the wall. I scrutinized the other walls
and spotted a Jumping Bean decal
here, an office chair there and several large pictures of Taylor students
doing meaningful volunteer work.
Maybe the Union hasn’t let go of all
it’s memories. Maybe it wasn’t ready
to move on quite yet.
echo@taylor.eduv
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Taylor students find
the excused absence
policy tedious
Hope Bolinger
Copy Editor

It’s six on a Sunday night. Stomach
pains and cold sweats attack a student in her dorm.
She hobbles to her computer and
researches the number for the Upland Health & Diagnostics Center. But they’re only open Monday
through Friday from nine to five.
Miserable and nauseated, she endures the illness for the night and
calls as soon as the clock reads 9 a.m.
Their next opening isn’t until the following morning.
She spends a woozy day in bed
and plans to drive to the Health
Center the next morning. Luckily,
a wing mate (who has no Tuesday
morning classes) owns a car and offers a ride. The sick student books
an appointment, and the doctor administers a check-up. Because she
could not schedule an appointment
the day before, she asks for an excused absence for the previous day
as well. After some pushback, the
doctor relents. The student brings
the doctor’s note and excused absence request form to an office in
Ayres. She hands these documents
to Debbie Snyder and returns to her
dorm, hoping she’ll be well enough
the next morning to avoid going
through all this again.

The above narrative combines the
tedious processes students such as
Abby Palmisano (senior) and Emily
Russell (junior) underwent to receive
excused absences due to illness.
Granted, these obstacles may discourage students from faking sickness in order to skip class, but I think
the procedure takes the precaution
a little too far. There are three problems with this process.
First, students who do not have
strength to walk to class don’t want
to make a trek to every corner of
campus. Those without cars suffer
a hike from their dorm to the health
center, then to Ayres, and finally back
to the comfort of their beds. Not every student can rely on friends for
a ride because the Health Center’s
hours conflict with the classes of
most students.
Palmisano said she decided to just
use unexcused absences instead of
going through the hassle. “If I don’t
feel well enough to walk to class, I
won’t feel well enough to walk all the
way to the Health Center and all over
campus,” Palmisano said.
Second, the Health Center has a
few barriers of its own. Due to overbooked appointments, students
have no guarantee they will receive
a check-up. The Health Center is
only open for 40 out of 168 hours in
a week, so if a student begins feeling
ill at 6 p.m., they must wait 15 hours
before they even get a chance to see
a doctor. And, according to Russell,
if students don’t get an appointment,

Photo by Naomi Page

Excused abscences for the sick should not give students headaches.

they will struggle to get an excused
absence for the day.
Third, some students are uninformed about the steps for obtaining an excused absence. Unaware
myself, I scrolled through several links on Taylor’s website, asked
friends and perused the student
portal. After I emailed Trudy Owen,
who previously handled excused
absences, I received a reply from
Debbie Snyder, who now accepts excused absence request forms (contrary to what myTAYLOR reports).
There’s no easy cure for these problems. Yes, if the procedure grew more
lenient, students might take advantage of it. But here are some possible prescriptions for simplifying
the process.
Prescription one: The Health Center should take note of students who

attempt to schedule appointments.
Therefore, when those students arrive in the following days, they can
receive excused absences for each
sick day.
Prescription two: If the students
cannot leave their beds and walk to
the Health Center, a PA, Hall Director or someone else in a position of
authority can affirm the sickness on
the excused absence form.
Prescription three: Students need
more access to information about
excused absence procedures. Perhaps Hall Directors could explain the
process during hall meetings.
I’m no doctor, so maybe these
ideas aren’t the right cure for the situation. But I do know that the current excused absence procedure is
sick and needs a remedy.
echo@taylor.edu

C a m p u s C e n t e r : i m pr o v e m e n t o r n o t ?
We gained a new Campus
Center, but what did we lose?
Matt Csakai
Contributor

When the LaRita Boren Campus Center opened last year, I believe we all
expected an improvement in food as
well as amenities. But, while some
things are better at the Campus Center—such as a Chick-fil-A and a pizza
place with pretty good pizza—food
services took away so much of what
made the Grille great: its choices, its
variety and its atmosphere.
There were so many options at the
Grille that were so different from the
everyday things you can get at the DC.

The Grille had chicken tenders, tender
wraps, quesadillas, more ready-made
sandwiches and other options for people on the go. The side options were
also substantially better, with specialty
soups being an option, along with pita
chips and other items that could be
found nowhere else on campus.
But the biggest travesty has to be the
grinder sandwiches that the Grille offered. That was the best food I have
ever had on campus, bar none. It is
shocking to me that there’s been no
attempt to bring them back and that
they haven’t reappeared since the day
the Grille officially closed.
The atmosphere in the old Union
was also better than that in the Campus Center. I am very much a people

person, so it’s not the amount of people that can fit in the Campus Center that’s a problem. It just lacks the
same homey feeling that the Grille
had. The old Union felt like a much
cozier building in and of itself than
the Campus Center does. It felt like a
place where everyone knew each other. It was a place in which I would actually want to do homework, because,
while it could get boisterous at times,
it was a place people wanted to be,
not just a huge space.
The new Campus Center feels so
impersonal, with very boring walls
and nothing to make it feel like it belongs to Taylor. Like the DC (but unlike the Grille), the Campus Center’s
dining area has big tables that are very

spread out. Even if you separate those
big tables into smaller ones, it’s not
the same. The Grille had a coffee-shop
feeling; it was a place where you could
either do work or relax and spend time
with people.
I cannot say that, as of yet, I’ve had
the desire to go to the Campus Center
to relax. My times there have been out
of necessity, not because I’ve wanted to visit. The Chapel is wonderful, and beautifully done, but the rest
of the building is missing the same
welcoming feeling presented by the
Chapel or old Union. I hope Taylor
can take steps to make it feel more
like a home—more than simply another campus building.
echo@taylor.edu

LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to
luke_wildman@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5 p.m. Please keep the word count to 500–700 words.

TROJAN NATION

“Statistically, Goshen is a good matchup for our
team and our doubles matches really set the tone
to succeed in singles play.”
Tennis blows away Maple Leafs in pair of
doubleheaders

TheEchoNews.com

Sophomore kicker Austin Gunderson (left) booted two field goals and four extra points for the Trojans against Olivet Nazarene on Saturday.

September 30, 2016

Justin Chapman
Contributor

The Taylor football team recovered from three straight losses with
a win against Olivet Nazarene University on Saturday night.
The Trojans scored early and often, entering the fourth quarter
with a 34–7 lead. Olivet Nazarene
pushed back in the fourth quarter,
but their effort could not close

the gap, as the final score ended
up being 34–21 in favor of the Trojans. The game was the second of
the season at Turner Stadium and
also gave the Trojans their second
win of 2016.
Taylor’s offense recorded 481
yards overall, including 209 rushing yards. Freshman running back
Spencer Crisp added some yards to
the ground game; he ended with 12
rushing attempts for 52 yards. Crisp
believed that the win really helped
to revive the hope in the team.
The offense capitalized in the
redzone, going 6-for-6 with four

touchdowns and two field goals.
The defense held Olivet Nazarene
to 369 total yards, along with completing five sacks.
“We ran the ball really effectively,
we protected our quarterback and
we pressured their quarterback,”
Taylor head coach Ron Korfmacher said.
With another win under their belt,
the Trojans look ahead to their next
game against Missouri Baptist University. This game will be their second conference game.
Junior defensive lineman Ben
Rupert has been happy with the
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Trojans take down Tigers

Offense powers
football to victory over
Olivet Nazarene

8

team’s preparation during practice
this week.
“We’re focusing on pursuing the
ball carrier, playing physical, playing fast and free and just having a
lot of fun,” Rupert said.
Korfmacher added to the optimism
the team has felt this week during
practice. He stated that the team feels
good about what is ahead of them.
Tomorrow’s matchup with Missouri Baptist gives the Trojans a
chance to improve their season record to 3–3. Kickoff is set for 1 p.m.
at Turner Stadium.
echo@taylor.edu

The Echo Sports

Tennis blows away
Maple Leafs in pair
of doubleheaders
Kayla Springer
Staff Writer

Taylor tennis teams found both success and struggle in a doubleheader this weekend, securing wins over
Goshen College but falling to Davenport University.
The men’s team defeated Goshen College 5–4, with senior Juan
Ramirez and freshman Victor
Cheng securing two wins for the
team in straight sets. Freshman
Andre Danelli then grabbed a win
at No. 3 singles to earn the winning
point for Taylor.
Ramirez went 4–0 in the doubleheader and was named Crossroads League Men’s Tennis Player
of the Week. He noticed difference
between the two matches on Saturday, believing that the team left
everything on the courts in the first
match against Goshen, but that the
heat got to the Trojans in the second match against Davenport.
The Trojans only managed to
gain two points against Davenport.

Ramirez won in No. 1 singles and
the duo of Ramirez and junior Alex
Jung taking control at No. 1 doubles.
Head coach Don Taylor agreed
that fatigue got the best of the Trojans against Davenport but said the
guys still played very well. Taylor
also stated that the team’s strengths
are unity and depth, but that the
team still needs to improve on the
amount of unforced errors they give
up to opponents.
The women’s tennis team displayed similar dominance against
Goshen College; all nine Trojan
courts won in straight sets to sweep
the Maple Leafs 9–0.
In doubles against Goshen, sophomores Molly Fletchall and Taelor
Grose took the win at No. 1, sophomore Mikayla Schultz and junior
Betsy Jones won at the No. 2 spot,
and junior Annika Zeilstra and
sophomore Courtney Clark claimed
victory at No. 3.
In singles against the Maple Leafs,
freshman Alexa Kling and senior
Ashlen Nisley held their opponents
to zero in No. 2 and No. 6 singles,
respectively.
Davenport was a different story
for Taylor, as Kling and freshman

Trojan Trivia

The Taylor men’s golf team tied a school record at
the USF Fall Invitational with a team score of what?
A. 286
B. 279
C. 291
D. 288
Check back next week for the answer! Last week’s answer: A. Women’s cross country

Molly Pile won in straight sets in
singles to collect the Trojans’ only
two points.
“This past weekend was definitely
a learning experience for the team,”
said Fletchall. “Statistically, Goshen is a good matchup for our team
and our doubles matches really set
the tone to succeed in singles play.”
Both teams are back in action at
home tomorrow, as the men take on
Anderson University at 10 a.m. and
the women face off against Concordia University at 4 p.m.
echo@taylor.edu
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The women’s tennis team swept Goshen 9–0 in their match.

Athlete of the Week

Mae Elizabeth Gimre

Mae Elizabeth Gimre
Card #5



Men’s and women’s
tennis defeat Goshen,
fall to Davenport

Be the ﬁrst to collect the entire set and submit it to THE ECHO at
the end of the year to win a complete set signed by the athletes!
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Year

Sophomore

Hometown

West Chicago, Illinois

Event

5k run

Favorite quote

“Don’t count the miles,
make every mile count.”

Funniest teammate

Lauren Melchers

Favorite pump up song “Higher” by Unspoken

